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A brilliant
codebreaker, Isabel
only wishes to avenge
her brother's death.
Journalist Lu is out to
solve the mystery of
the disapperance of a
hig profile guest. Plus
a secret only a
codebreaker can
crack.

The Codebreakers
Secret by Sara
Ackerman

The Vignes sisters will
always be identical.
But after running
away their lives that
very different paths. A
story that weaves
together generations.

The Vanishing
Half by Bret
Bennett

Ana is a rebellious
and ambitious
daughter who flees
an arranged
marriage. Her life
changes when she
meets a young Jesus.
Their love and her
longings todetermine
her own fate.

The Book of
Longings by Sue
Monk Kidd



Lakshmi is the most
sought after henna
artist and confidant,
yet she keeps her own
secrets well hidden.
but her carefully
constructed
reputation and
livelihood is threatend
when that secret
arrives at her door.

The Henna Artist
by Alka Joshi

The story of Maria
Owens  a woman
accused of witchcraft
and the source of a
century old course of
the Owens' women.

Magic Lessons by
Alice Hoffman

In late 1930 Roser and
Victor flee Spain and
are forced to marry to
survive. They flee to
Chile and begin to
build a life witht he
hopes that one day
they may return
home.

A Long Petal of the
Sea by Isabel
Allende

1853: Naomi May
never expected to be a
widow at twenty. To
escape her grief she
travels wit her family
west. On the trail she
forms an instant
connection with John
Lowry man. But life
ont he trail is hard
dand dangerous, can
they relationship last?

Where the Lost
Wander by Amy
Harmon

The sotry of four
siblings who throw an
end-of-summer party
that shapes their
familiels for
generations.

Malibu Rising by
Taylor Jenkins
Reid

Texas 1934, the Great
Depression has
dispalced many and
drought has broken
across the west. Elsa
Martinelli must make
the hard decision, stay
and fight for the land
she loves or travel
west.

The Four Winds
by Kristen Hannah

Three friends form a
bond working at
Bletchly Part, Years
later will that bond be
enough for them to
overcome their
differences and catch
a spy.

The Rose Code by
Kate Quinn

Boston 1662, Mary
Deerfield is a 2nd wife
to a drunkard and has
desires of divorce. But
secrets are dangerous
and Mary soon finds
herself not only trying
to escape her husband
but the gallows as well.

Hour of the Witch
by Chris Bohjalian

Bella de Costa Green,
is one of the most
powerful woman in
New York thanks to
her work as J.P.
Morgan's personal
librarian, curating his
rare collections for his
newly built library. But
Bella has a secret that
could bring her world
tumbing dow.

The Personal
Librarian by Marie
Benedict


